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This practical, example-driven introduction teaches the foundations of the Mathematica language so it can be applied to solving concrete
problems.
The men of the Bastion Club proved their bravery secretly fighting for their country. Now their leader faces that most dangerous mission of all:
finding a bride. As the mysterious leader of the Bastion Club known as "Dalziel," Royce Varisey, tenth Duke of Wolverstone, served his
country for decades, facing dangers untold. But as the holder of one of England's most august noble titles, he must now take on that gravest
duty of all: marriage. Yet the young ladies the grand dames would have him consider are predictably boring. Far more tempting is his castle's
willful and determinedly aloof chatelaine, Minerva Chesterton. Beneath her serene façade lies a woman of smoldering sensuality, one who
will fill his days with comfort and his nights with sheer pleasure. Determined to claim her, he embarks on a seduction to prove his mastery
over every inch of her body . . . and every piece of her heart.
FANTASY. Wendy Alec is a high-profile media personality with worldwide audiences. She is also co-founder of God-TV.
Sequel to best selling first novel "The Fall of Lucifer." Heavily marketed through TV, Radio, regional and national press.
Best-selling adult fiction/fantasy novel.
Informative, inspiring, and enlightening, Becoming the Parent You Want to Be provides parents with the building blocks
they need to discover their own parenting philosophy and develop effective parenting strategies. Through in-depth
information, practical suggestions, and many lively first-person stories, the authors address the many dilemmas and joys
that the parent of young children encounter and demonstrate a range of solutions to the major issues that arise in the
raising of babies, toddlers and preschoolers. Full of warmth, clarity, humor, and respect, Becoming the Parent You Want
to Be gives parents permission to be human: to question, to learn, to make mistakes, to struggle and to grow, and, most
of all, to have fun with their children.
Nourishing recipes chosen with care for the health- and fitness-conscious. Each recipe is accompanied by a counter of its fat, fibre and
kilojoule content - essential information for anyone on a special diet.
Becoming the Parent You Want to BeA Sourcebook of Strategies for the First Five YearsHarmony
An updated edition of the bestselling guide! Do you have problems saying "No?" Do people always turn to you for a favor? Wonder
how you get roped into things you really don't want to do--with friends or family, at work or even with pushy salespeople? Refusing
someone is rarely easy. Often, it's downright uncomfortable. But constantly saying "yes" causes anxiety, anger, stress, regret, and
feelings of powerlessness. Social psychologist and author Dr. Susan Newman empowers you to break your debilitating yes habit
with her simple techniques and insights. This new, enhanced edition is filled with research and timely scenarios that offer more
ways to say "no" without feeling guilty or damaging your relationships. You'll discover how to: Recognize when someone is
manipulating you into "yes" Be ready with the words you need to refuse Avoid being overcommitted, overworked and overwhelmed
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Put an end to feelings of resentment or frustration Make quality time for things you want to do Establish and keep your boundaries
strong Harness the power of "No" and take back your life.
Joe Sacco is renowned for his non-fiction books of comics journalism like Palestine, Safe Area Gorazde and Footnotes in Gaza.
Now in Bumf he returns to his early days as a satirist and underground cartoonist. In the vein of the old underground comix like
ZAP or Weirdo, Bumf will be puerile, disgusting, and beyond redemption. It will go where it wants to go, and do what it wants to do.
It will also be very funny.
When a young Asian man becomes involved with a male prostitute in New York, he learns that there is a fine line between both
passion and exploitation and cultural and personal identity, in an intense novel that combines the turbulent history of Southeast
Asia with present-day culture. Tour.
With the smashing success of Lord of Fire and Lord of Ice, Gaelen Foley has confirmed her place as one of historical romance’s
hottest talents. Now with Lady of Desire, a sizzling tale in which a fiery young temptress tames the king of thieves, she delivers her
most enthralling–and smoldering–novel yet. . . . Impetuous Lady Jacinda Knight is the daughter of a scandalous woman. Though
society predicts she’ll follow in her mother’s footsteps, the spirited beauty stands unashamed of her passionate nature. Then one
night, in flight from a safe but loveless marriage arranged by her strict older brother, Jacinda finds herself alone on a dark and
dangerous street face-to-face with Billy Blade, the notorious leader of a band of thieves. His stolen kisses awaken in her a longing
for a man she can never possess. A handsome scoundrel running from a secret past, Billy Blade has never met a woman like
Jacinda–her fiery innocence and blossoming sensuality set his rebel’s heart ablaze. Having turned his back on the privilege and
power of his tyrannical father’s house years before, he vows to return to his rightful place and reclaim his title, Earl of Rackford–to
win the love of the ravishing beauty who has stolen his heart . . .
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